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Session content corresponded well to my goals for attending.



Amazing work SHAPE Maryland is doing.  I am hoping some of your webinars will be available for others to 

view - seen 2 - hoping to see more!  

Appreciate the variety of learning options/ info as we challenge ourselves to enhance our traditional 

instructional efforts for the Fall. 

Awesome resources! Thank you for all the hard work that goes into this!

Awesome!!!

Excellent information and I am very impressed with Rich Wiles and his willingness to share his information.

Excellent information given about activities during COVID 19.

First off, wow. I am so thankful that Maryland SHAPE is previewing their documents with us and the 

examples for the various risk levels and settings. Not knowing where will be each day, outside, classroom, or 

gym, these examples allow you to use the template as a planning document now for the first week. I am 

really excited to see the rest of it in August. I appreciate INShape for getting this information to us to help us 

with our own school's mitigation techniques. 

Excellent look at Covid 19 teaching strategies

Comments



great resources and information

Great resources for going back to school - wherever we may teach.  Thank you for making this available to 

others outside of Indiana.

great resources! really enjoy this part of the daily speaker profiles 

Great shared resources to help me start planning a re-entry for the fall, which ever way my district decides.

Great to hear about resources available so that the wheel doesn't have to be re-invented but can be added 

to and built up. I love that our profession is able to come together to help each other.

Good information. Easy to follow along. 

Great ideas and suggestions for P.E. classes.  Loved what Rich said about we can still teach quality physical 

education no matter where you are.  So very true!

Great ideas!!



I enjoyed Rich's talk but I didn't know where to find his documents until it was over.  I didn't realize this was 

called a "landing page"???  Good info and I will look at it later.  Thanks!

I agree that quality Physical Education can be taught no matter where we are.

I appreciate all the hard work he and so many others are doing.   It was like he was reading my mind-I know I 

can teach PE online well, it will just look a little different-looking forward ro reviewing the resources.  Thank 

You!! 

I appreciate the sharing of your SHAPESTRONG  folder. Hoping it will give me some direction as we reopen in-

person, with some restrictions that will be challenging to teaching elementary PE.

I appreciated that their is a "shift" going on that Rich spoke of and if we do not redevelop existing models of 

physical education to meet the needs of online education, we could potentially be a forgotten subject. I like 

that resource banks for our subject matter are being created to better assist in our delivery through a 

computer screen. 

I enjoyed hearing Rich speak about his SHAPE Maryland work and what they are doing.  We all need to stay 

the course with Covid and we need to to continue to deliver quality Physical Education no matter what 

environment/location it is delivered in during the Pandemic! Thank you Rich!

I am eager to start looking at the discussed documents. I watched video on my phone so I could not have 

them next to me. 

I am excited to hear about Storytelling Yoga and how I can implement that in my classroom, whether it is 

virtual or face to face. I also like the idea of "bringing back the classics!" Will the resources still be available 

after the conference is over?



I enjoyed these video.  It is definitely helping to prepare me for what is to come.

I like the ease of the resources attached.

I liked the resources attached with the video, very helpful!!

I look forward to being able to access the materials that Rich alluded to on the webinar.  He indicated that 

originally the goal was to have things uploaded by July 1 - however, now it looks like it will be August 1.  I 

look forward to being able to utilize the information that he was referring to.  Thank you.  

I look forward to looking over the resources that you have given us.  I am supposed to be meeting with my 

Administrators soon and I would like to go into the meeting with some ideas of my own.

I really in enjoyed this conversation and the information presented here. The phases of activity were good 

for me.  My school looks to focus more on SEL in all classrooms so to see it as a focus here was great. Lastly, 

Mr Wiles made a statement that struck a cord with me. He said, "We can  still teach quality Physical 

Education no matter where we are." The way COVID-19 hit us at the end of the year I almost lost track of 

that. It was truly reaffirming.

I look forward to the document they have worked so hard on to create in Maryland!  MUCH APPRECIATED! 

I loved how this pertained to the upcoming circumstances.  It is awesome that Rich is doing so much for our 

profession and helping others with the roadmap his team is creating.  Awesome job!



It is nice to see how other states are handling this situation.

Looking forward to investigating SHAPEstrong and its resources for Middle School and High School.

Looking forward to reading about lesson and procedure ideas on the Maryland link.

Looking forward to seeing the plan and resources.

Love Learning from other States!  Thank you Rich!!

I really like that the resources are provided on the landing page. Very helpful. 

I teach junior high students (7-9) so I was looking for more examples related to this age group. I still 

attended the whole session because the background content was a good reminder on how I need to adjust 

and set up lessons as we move into the fall. 

It is nice to know that others are willing to share what they are doing to prepare for PE in today's world.



still need to preview all documents to best understand.  

Presenter provided a great resource with the Shape Strong Road Map. 

Think the Facilitator / Presenter should have told viewers to preview the documents before ( not just in 

middle of talk ) and maybe explained them a little more? Do appreciate keeping the modules brief.  This is 

helpful!

Refreshing to listen and hear what Rich is doing.  Enjoyed the conversation.

Rich and Don were enthusiastic and gave me hope that I can do this when school begins in August!

Rich is a great asset to our profession.  He and Shape Maryland are doing great things to help us get ready in 

these strange times to present the best information to help us deliver high quality PE to our students as we 

enter the new school year.

Rich presented a good session that is valuable to educators as we begin a new year in the "New World". I 

value his lens and information about SEL & SBL that he presented. Modify lessons that are quality  is 

important 

Rich was great!  It is true that we can still teach quality physical education in any environment.  I'm just still 

trying to figure out how to do that.  As, I think we probably all are! I'm still reviewing Rich's shared 

documents, but already some of my anxiety has eased by reading through his plans.  

NIce idea using chart for standards and different possible return models



THANK YOU for the awesome resources!  The  shared google drive is going to be so helpful!  

Thank you for the resources and ongoing work in our profession.

Thank you for the template.

Thank you for giving multiple options for the unknown school year.  

Thank you for providing SOLUTIONS and RESOURCES that are user friendly and can be accomplished with a  

QUICK start!

I will be sharing your info with my colleagues at all levels.

THANKS AGAIN MARYLAND!!!

Thank you for sharing the resources!

Thank you for sharing wonderful information,

Best wishes!

thank you for the aditional resources 



Thank you!

Thank you! This calms my nerves a bit when I see/read/hear these great ideas.

Thanks for sharing the powerpoint.  I enjoyed reading that before hearing the rest of the presentation.

Thanks for sharing the templates. I look forward to checking out the Maryland webinars and updated ideas 

and activities. 

Thanks for the SEL information!

Thank you for the work that your state is doing!  Thank you, too, for sharing all the resources with us.  Look 

forward to following your journey.  Gina Lange

Thank you for your continued work in our field.

Thank You Rich for all your hard work and very thankful for these resources.



Very interesting. He has some really good resources thatI will put to use.

Thanks so much for your ideas and hard work.

Thinking about the idea of teaching not only students, but everyone about PPE and protective measures and 

steps to stay safe in the classroom and PE areas. Also how people can complete activities at home with 

modifications equally.

This is just what I was hoping for!  Thank you.  I will use these resources through out the next year.

This one was my favorite for Day 1!

This presentation demonstrates how Marilyn took the proactive approach rather than being reactive.  My 

school district has not offered many solutions at this point....definitely going to have to walk into school with 

my own plan of action within the broad guidelines that are provided by my school district. Thank you for the 

resources to begin that process.

Very good insights on reentry this fall.  Links look very helpful.

Thanks Rich!  Great information.



Wow, SHAPEINDIANA is on it! This presentation was good and I appreciated some of the suggestions for in 

school PE as well as a combined in/out school class. Would really like to see more on what classes can look 

like in school. Right now our district is planning on elementary going full days with all students. How this will 

work I still don't know. Ugh. 


